2014 Google PhD Fellowship Global Recipients

**Google Australia PhD Fellowships**

- Guosheng Lin, Google Australia Fellowship in Machine Perception (University of Adelaide, Australian Centre for Visual Technologies)
- Kellie Webster, Google Australia Fellowship in Natural Language Processing (University of Sydney, School of Information Technologies)

**Google China PhD Fellowships**

- Yingxia Shao, Google China Fellowship in Data Mining (Peking University)
- Naiyan Wang, Google China Fellowship in Machine Learning (HKUST)
- Dong Deng, Google China Fellowship in Search and Information Retrieval (Tsinghua University)
- Liwei Chen, Google China Fellowship in Natural Language Processing (Peking University)

**Google European Doctoral Fellowships**

- Yuxin Chen, Google Europe Fellowship in Interactive Machine Learning (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich, Switzerland)
- Natacha Crooks, Google Europe Fellowship in Distributed Computing (Saarland University / Max Planck Institute for Software Systems, Germany)
- Ivan Dokmanic, Google Europe Fellowship in Speech Technology (École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland)
- Sourav Dutta, Google Europe Fellowship in Natural Language Processing (Saarland University / Max Planck Institute for Computer Science, Germany)
- Jana Giceva, Google Europe Fellowship in Operating Systems (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich, Switzerland)
- Ionel Gog, Google Europe Fellowship in Distributed Systems (University of Cambridge, United Kingdom)
- Onur Kocberber, Google Europe Fellowship in Computer Systems (École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland)
- Jakub Konecny, Google Europe Fellowship in Optimization Algorithms (The University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom)
- Michael Lippautz, Google Europe Fellowship in Concurrent Systems (University of Salzburg, Austria)
- Roee Litman, Google Europe Fellowship in Machine Learning (Tel Aviv University, Israel)
- Roi Livni, Google Europe Fellowship in Learning Theory (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel)
- Łukasz Mazurek, Google Europe Fellowship in Security (University of Warsaw, Poland)
- Shayan Najd, Google Europe Fellowship in Programming Technology (The University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom)
- Flora Ponjou-Tasse, Google Europe Fellowship in Computer Graphics (University of Cambridge, United Kingdom)
- Carl Johann Simon-Gabriel, Google Europe Fellowship in Causal Inference (Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems, Tübingen, Germany)

**Google India PhD Fellowships**
- Keerti Choudhary, Google India Fellowship in Algorithms (Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur)
- Himanshu Jain, Google India Fellowship in Machine Learning (Indian Institute of Technology Delhi)
- Pallavi Maiya H P, Google India Fellowship in Programming Languages and Compilers (Indian Institute of Science)

**Google United States/Canada PhD Fellowships**
- David Lo, Google US/Canada Fellowship in Energy Efficient Computing (Stanford University)
- Tony Nowatzki, US/Canada Fellowship in Computer Architecture (University of Wisconsin, Madison)
- Guillaume Basse, US/Canada Fellowship in Statistics (Harvard University)
- Vincent Liu, US/Canada Fellowship in Networking (University of Washington)
- Robert Gens, US/Canada Fellowship in Deep Learning (University of Washington)
- Peggy Chi, US/Canada Fellowship in Human Computer Interaction (University of California, Berkeley)
- Gabriel Reyes, US/Canada Fellowship in Wearable Computing (Georgia Institute of Technology)
- Hema Koppula, US/Canada Fellowship in Machine Perception (Cornell University)
- Craig Chasseur, US/Canada Fellowship in Structured Data (University of Wisconsin, Madison)
- Zakir Durumeric, US/Canada Fellowship in Security (University of Michigan)
- Mohammad Norouzi, US/Canada Fellowship in Machine Learning (University of Toronto)
- Carl Doersch, US/Canada Fellowship in Computer Vision (Carnegie Mellon University)
- Vahid Liaghat, US/Canada Fellowship in Market Algorithms (University of Maryland)
- Ohad Fried, US/Canada Fellowship in Graphics (Princeton University)